Work performed by:

Judite Rei - coordinator
Fábio Sousa – investigator
Eduardo Brás - investigator
Daniel Martins - investigator
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Jump the rope.
Marble.
Game of dreidel.
Hopscotch.
Sack race.
Marco Polo game.
Snail.
A xle Kit.
Stick game.
Scarf Kit.
Nail game.
Conclusion
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Number of players: the evidence may be individual or in
teams.



Material: A large rope, for a large number of players, or
a small rope for 3 or 4 people.



How to play: in a relatively large rope, 2 participants
take on the rope at the ends making her swing in circular
motion (the rope). Players enter, then, individually,
jumping according to the movement of the rope. Loses
the player that holds the rope, preventing it from
rotating. A lways wins the player during the evidence has
held the rope less often.
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Number of players: Undefined.



Material: Marbles (glass or metal sphere).



How to play: there are 3 graves. Each player throws the marble.
Who can get farther, starts the game which consists in trying to
put the marbles, successively, in the 3 graves that are straight.
When you reach the last grave is the route in the opposite
direction. A s players will completing these steps, you get the
right to try to hit the other players ' marbles, seizing so of
marbles that can shoot.
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Number of players: Various.



Material: A spinning top and a rope to each player.



How to play: before firing the top, you must wrap the
Twine around you, without days off. The string is held by
hand by the free end. When unfolds, with the push of his
hand, pulling back the rope, does it spin. When the
clutch is released with great intensity it is said that a play
is " much" . To play around, or big streak, brand yourself
down a circle game that you may have about a meter
and a half. Players must design its top towards the circle.
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Number of players: 2 or 4 players. Or 2 teams of 2 elements
each.



Material: 2 sticks and 2 meshes and pins.



How to play: A flat terrain and plan are placed the clubs whose
goal is to knock them down. Pins will be placed at a distance of
15/ 18 meters of cocks, for players launch their respective loops
behind the pins placed at a distance. Plays an element at a time.
Goal is to shoot down the stick with the mesh or put the fabric
as close as possible to the PIN, launching it with the hand.
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Number of players: the evidence may be individual or in teams.



Material: bags, preferably in Burlap.



How to play: the goal is to traverse the distance indicated in the
shortest time. For players travelling, should hold the bag with
both hands. The contestant to leave in the bag during the course,
will be disqualified. If the evidence is for teams, the team will
also be disqualified.
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Number of players: 4 or more.Material: Lenço opaco.



How to play: one player is selected at random to be the Marco
Polo.



Your eyes are blindfolded with the handkerchief and then that
player will try to catch one of the elements that are on the
playing field. The blindfolded player has to figure out which is
the name of the player who caught.
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Material: small stones and chalk.



Terrain: flat and clean.



Number of participants: Undefined.



Goal: get to the center of the snail;



How to play: draw a large snail on the floor. At the
beginning of the snail, the first player throws a stone;
then, around cochinho will pushing that rock up to reach
the center of the caracol, without leave of the snail. If
the stone out of the inside of the snail, passes the time
playing another player, and so on.
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Number of players: 4 to 5 players.



Material: Nails, a box of sand or loose soil that allows stick nails.



A im of the game: jump over the other, without falling, coming to the end of the game without losing any time.



How to play: A player gets folded while the others are jumping on top of him with her legs open saying things like:



- Joana Banana



– Two



– Three



– Four



– Five



- Six



- Seven



– Eight



– Nine



The game ends after all jump and they can win without losing a single time. If you lose this playing axis.
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Number of players: unlimited.



Material: Sticks.



How to play: Fix the sticks in the ground, participants line up
everyone behind a brand back towards the poles. A fter a signal
given by someone who' s not playing, each player runs to try and
take a stick. The player who can' t is eliminated, others are
heading back to the starting mark and the continuous game with
fewer and fewer sticks until only one player remains, who will be
the winner.
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Number of players: more than six children.



Material: A scarf



How to play: Two teams assign each element a number that
remains a secret. Defines a space and, at the center of this, an
alien element the teams hold a handkerchief with an outstretched
arm. When this announces a number, the element for each team
runs to the handkerchief and tries to catch him before the
opponent.
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Number of players: 4 to 5 players.



Material: Pins, a box of sand or loose soil that allows stick nails.



How to play: each participant will have to stick the nail (which should take
about 15 to 20 cm) in the sand, the spout, in different ways according to
the way of the shoot, using often the imagination: catching him with your
fingers (two, three, four); or giving it effect with other parts of the body,
such as arms, legs and thighs.



The player continues to play while the nail stick. When you can' t, stop
playing, getting the nail in place fell. The following players respect how to
shoot the nail, and repeat the exercise done by the first player. In addition
to dig the nail, players must, at the same time, browse hit the nail on the
sand, which, happening, will eliminate the owner of this game' s nail.
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We love doing this job because we learned a lot about games old
and already that pass from generation to generation.



A day later we can teach these games to other children.
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